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Learning Objectives 

• changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age Examples (non-statutory) This could include:  

o late Neolithic hunter-gatherers and early farmers, for example, Skara Brae  

o Bronze Age religion, technology and travel, for example, Stonehenge  

o Iron Age hill forts: tribal kingdoms, farming, art and culture  

• the Roman Empire and its impact on Britain Examples (non-statutory) This could include 

o Julius Caesar’s attempted invasion in 55-54 BC  

o the Roman Empire by AD 42 and the power of its army  

o successful invasion by Claudius and conquest, including Hadrian’s Wall  

o British resistance, for example, Boudica  

o ‘Romanisation’ of Britain: sites such as Caerwent and the impact of technology, culture and beliefs, including early Christianity H History – key 

stages 1 and 2 5  

• a study of an aspect or theme in British history that extends pupils’ chronological knowledge beyond 1066 Examples (non-statutory)  

• the changing power of monarchs using case studies such as John, Anne and Victoria  

• changes in an aspect of social history, such as crime and punishment from the Anglo-Saxons to the present or leisure and entertainment in the 20th 

Century  

• the legacy of Greek or Roman culture (art, architecture or literature) on later periods in British history, including the present day  

• a significant turning point in British history, for example, the first railways or the Battle of Britain  

• the achievements of the earliest civilizations – an overview of where and when the first civilizations appeared and a depth study of one of the 

following: Ancient Sumer; The Indus Valley; Ancient Egypt; The Shang Dynasty of Ancient China  

• Ancient Greece – a study of Greek life and achievements and their influence on the western world  

• a non-European society that provides contrasts with British history – one study chosen from: early Islamic civilization, including a study of Baghdad c. 

AD 900; Mayan civilization c. AD 900; Benin (West Africa) c. AD 900-1300. 
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Subject Element - Local History 

Conduct a local history study. 

Vocabulary 

living museum, Romanisation, analyse, belief, culture, identity, impact, international, living museum, local history study, locality, national, negative, positive, 

settlement, Shape, Domesday Book, community, human features, international, land use, language, layout, local, national, place names, regional 
 

Subject Element – Compare and Contrast 

Understand historical concepts such as continuity and change, cause and consequence, similarity, difference and significance, and use them to make connections, 

draw contrasts, analyse trends, frame historically valid questions and create their own structured accounts, including written narratives and analyses. 

Vocabulary 

Analyse, aspect, common, compare, con, connection, consider, contrast, difference, discern, discuss, enquiry, evaluate Exploration, for and against, investigation, 

Pro, question, similarity, Trend, analyse, aspect, compare, con, connection, consider, contrast, describe, devise, difference, different, discuss, enquiry, investigation, 

observe, pro, same, similarity, trend, analyse, compare, connection, consider, contrast, describe, difference, discern, discuss, enquiry, investigation, question, 

similarity, trend, compare, exploration, Domesday Book, Norman Conquest, Offa's Dyke, Pict, Scot, barbarian, cause, change, consequence, death, destruction, 

displacement, effect, natural disaster, power, retaliation, significance, wealth, Withdrawal, Howard Carter, King Tutankhamun, cause, civilisation, death, 

destruction, development, displacement 

 

Subject Element – Hierarchy and Power 

Learn about changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age. Learn about the achievements of the earliest civilizations – an overview of where and when 

the first civilizations appeared and a depth study of one of the following: Ancient Sumer; The Indus Valley; Ancient Egypt; The Shang Dynasty of Ancient China. 

Vocabulary 

Chief, community, conflict , defence, equal, peace, poor, power, rich, role, social hierarchy, status, tribe, warfare, Wealth, absolute power, authority, conflict, consul, 

control, dictator, elect, emperor, empire, equite, freedom, freemen, government, governor, judge, king, kingdom, lawmaker, legion, lower class, monarchy, oath, 

ownership, patrician, plebeian, politician , power, power struggles, priest, province, rank , rebellion, region, reign, republic, resistance, rights, role, rule, ruler, 

senate, senator, slave, social hierarchy, status, structure, tax, upper class, vote, Wealth, Danelaw, allegiance, archbishop, archdeacon, army, baron, bishop, border, 

castle, ceorl, chieftain, conflict, contender, dean, feudal system, freemen, government, heir, heptarchy, hierarchy, invasion, jarl, karl, king, kingdom, knight, land, 

law, lord, loyalty, Monarchy, oath, official, overpower, peace, peasant, poor, power, priest, raid, rank, rebellion, reign, revenge, rich, rival, ruler, serf, settle, slave, 

status, succession, supremacy, surrender, synod, tenant-in-chief, theyn, thrall, tithe, treaty, tribe, uprising, vassal, warfare, Wealth, absolute power, army, conflict, 
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control, craftspeople, deity, dynasty, elite, emperor, farmer, government, hierarchy, inherit, invasion, king, kingdom, laws, leadership, lower class, lugal, merchant, 

minister, monarchy, noble, official, palace, peace, peasant, pharaoh, poor, power, priest, priestess, queen, rich, roles, ruler, scribe, slave, soldier, status, structure, 

symbol, tax, unite, upper class, vizier, warfare, wealth 

 

Subject Element – Changes Over Time 

Understand historical concepts such as continuity and change, cause and consequence, similarity, difference and significance, and use them to make connections, 

draw contrasts, analyse trends, frame historically valid questions and create their own structured accounts, including written narratives and analyses. 

Vocabulary 

Doggerland, cause, change, coherent, consequence, continuity, develop, diverse, dynamic, extinct, improvement, influence, permanent, process, progress, shape, 

temporary, Transition, cause, change, coherent, consequence, continuity, diverse, effect, impact, influence, result, Temporary, aspect, cause, change , connection, 

consequence, context ,continuity, contrast, develop, dynamic, effect, historical perspective, impact, legacy, long term, permanent, process, short term, availability, 

belief, change, develop, economy, efficient, generation, legacy, permanent, rapid, resource, slow, technology 

 

Subject Element – Report and Conclude 

Understand historical concepts such as continuity and change, cause and consequence, similarity, difference and significance, and use them to make connections, 

draw contrasts, analyse trends, frame historically valid questions and create their own structured accounts, including written narratives and analyses. 

Vocabulary 

Amend, analysis, articulate, check, conclusion, correct, deduction, expand, express , highlight, historical account, outcome, present, reason, recall, record, 

reference, reflection, reveal, review, sort, statement, Summary, Dawson's model, conclusion, consensus, deduction, description, explain, finding, highlight, 

narrative, non-chronological report, order, plan, present, reason, record, reference, respond, sort, suggest, summary, Timeline, account, chronological account, 

explain, fictional narrative, highlight, historical report, introduction, match, note, poem, profile, relevant, reveal, sort, Verbal, chronological account, deduction, 

discuss, explain, finding, present 

 

Subject Element – Artefacts and Sources 

Understand the methods of historical enquiry, including how evidence is used rigorously to make historical claims, and discern how and why contrasting 

arguments and interpretations of the past have been constructed. 
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Vocabulary 

Boscombe Bowmen, Cheddar Man, Lindow Man, Skara Brae, accurate, archaeologist, argument, artefact, assumption, author, claim, Evidence, excavation, fact, 

historian, historical source, hoard, infer, interpretation, Motive, object, opinion, oral, preservation, primary source, proof, purpose, quote, radiocarbon dating, 

reconstruction, reliability, remains, rigorous, secondary source, viewpoint, Written, artefact, evidence, excavation, plaster cast, Record, Cassius Dio, Ivory Bangle 

Lady, Julius Caesar, Tacitus, Vindolanda tablets, account, archaeologist, benefit, biased, claim, drawback, evidence, Excavation, exhibit, fragile, grave goods, 

historian, human remains, interpretation, opinion, perceive, quote, reliability, remains, report, represent, rigorous, scientific analysis, translation, version, 

Viewpoint, Sutton Hoo, accurate, archaeologist, barrow, belief, biased, burial site, claim, contemporary account, context, craftsmanship, document, first hand 

evidence, historian, hoard, intact, interpretation, objects, opinion, owner, preservation, primary source, reconstruction, Remains, representation, rigorous, 

secondary source, use, Viewpoint, analyse, argument, burial chamber, decoration, depiction, design, evidence, excavation, form, grave goods, historian, 

interpretation, material, object, power, rigorous, status, symbol, use, wealth 

 

Subject Element – Significant People 

Understand historical concepts such as continuity and change, cause and consequence, similarity, difference and significance, and use them to make connections, 

draw contrasts, analyse trends, frame historically valid questions and create their own structured accounts, including written narratives and analyses.  Gain 

historical perspective by placing their growing knowledge into different contexts: understanding the connections between local, regional, national and 

international history; between cultural, economic, military, political, religious and social history; and between short- and long-term timescales. 

Vocabulary 

Amesbury Archer, Bell Beaker folk, Cheddar Man, Emperor Claudius, Jesus Christ, Julius Caesar, Mary Anning, palaeontologist, Scientist, Agricola, Boudicca, 

Emperor Augustus, Emperor Caligula, Emperor Claudius, Emperor Commodus, Emperor Constantine, Emperor Hadrian, Emperor Honorius, Emperor Nero, 

Emperor Tiberius, Emperor Trajan, Julius Caesar, Tacitus, Aethelred the Unready, Alfred the Great, Bede, Cnut the Great, Eadwig the All-Fair, Edgar the Peaceful, 

Edmund I, Edmund Ironside, Edward the Confessor, Edward the Martyr, Edwin, Gildas, Guthrum, Harald Hardrada, Harold Godwinson, Harold Harefoot, Harold II, 

Hengist and Horsa, King Athelstan, King Eadred, King Harthacnut, King Offa, St Aiden, St Augustine, St Columba, Sweyn Forkbeard, William the Conqueror, 

achievement, consequence, negative, positive, Profile, Cleopatra VII, Howard Carter, King Narmer, Ptolemy I, Soter, Sargon the Great, achievement, consequence, 

devotion, high priest, negative, opinion, pharaoh, positive, power, respect, role, ruler, wealth 

 

Subject Element – British History 

Learn about the Roman Empire and its impact on Britain. 
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Know and understand the history of these islands as a coherent, chronological narrative, from the earliest times to the present day: how people’s lives have 

shaped this nation and how Britain has influenced and been influenced by the wider world. 

Learn about Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots. 

Study an aspect or theme in British history that extends pupils’ chronological knowledge beyond 1066. 

Vocabulary 

Bell Beaker folk, Bronze Age, Celt, Iron Age, Roman invasion, Stone Age, boundary, country, farming, metalworking, Prehistory, Discovery, Britannia, Celt, 

Hadrian's Wall, Romanisation, boundary, Invasion 
 

Subject Element – Everyday Life 

Learn about changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age. Learn about the Roman Empire and its impact on Britain. 

Vocabulary 

Amesbury Archer, afterlife, art, belief, bronze, ceremony, craftsperson, defence, defensive wall, domesticated animal, druid, farmer, feast, fire, games, hillfort, 

hunter-gatherer, iron, metalworking, music, nomad, poetry, pottery, religion, roundhouse, sacrifice, settlement, stone, tool, trade, warrior, Weapon, Paterfamilias, 

Latin, Romanisation, Bridge, ceremony, church, defence, defensive wall, druid, family, fort, god, goddess, leisure, merchant, money, pagan, religion, road, 

settlement, shrine, slavery, soldier, temple, town, trade, worship, Writing, Anglo-Saxon, Briton, Celt, Celtic language, Christianity, Germanic language, Norman 

,Norseman ,Old English , Viking, afterlife , craftsperson, defence, farmer, farming, farmland, game , god, goddess, hillfort, home, invasion, longship, merchant, 

monastery, motte and bailey castle, paganism, religion, settlement, trade, village, warrior, Worship, afterlife , artist, astronomy, banquet, beer, bronze, calendar, 

ceremony, citadel, city, craftspeople, cuneiform, cylinder seal, defensive wall, domesticated animal, farming, flood, game, god, goddess, hieroglyph, irrigation, 

leisure, merchant, music, necropolis, nilometer, nomad, numerical system, papyrus, plough, pottery, pray, public building, pyramid, religion, reservoir, sacrifice , 

sailboat, scribe, settlement, sewerage system, sickle, surplus, tomb, trade, weapon, wheel, ziggurat 

 

Subject Element – Chronology 

Know and understand the history of these islands as a coherent, chronological narrative, from the earliest times to the present day: how people’s lives have 

shaped this nation and how Britain has influenced and been influenced by the wider world. 

Understand historical concepts such as continuity and change, cause and consequence, similarity, difference and significance, and use them to make connections, 

draw contrasts, analyse trends, frame historically valid questions and create their own structured accounts, including written narratives and analyses. 
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Vocabulary 

AD, BC, Bronze Age, Celt, Gregorian calendar, Iron Age, Roman, Stone Age, chronological narrative, date, duration, future, historical period, order, past, present, 

sequence, Timeline, chronological narrative, date, future, historical period, order, past, present, sequence, time, Middle Ages, century, chronological order, date, 

decade, duration, era, future, period, present, coexistence, date, Duration, future 
 

Subject Element – Communication 

Understand historical concepts such as continuity and change, cause and consequence, similarity, difference and significance, and use them to make connections, 

draw contrasts, analyse trends, frame historically valid questions and create their own structured accounts, including written narratives and analyses. 

Gain and deploy a historically grounded understanding of abstract terms such as ‘empire’, ‘civilisation’, ‘parliament’ and ‘peasantry’. 

Vocabulary 

AD, BC, Bronze Age, Iron Age, Mesolithic, Neolithic, Palaeolithic, Stone Age, century, circa, concept, decade, era, millennia, Prehistory, cause, change, clarify, 

concept, continuity, definition, effect, empathy, question, significance, Statement, danegeld, Anglo-Saxon, Norman, Pict, Scot, Viking, concept, conquer, death, 

empathy, fortified, fortress, historical question, invade, invasion, kingdom, overpower, peace, raid, surrender, territory, Treaty, achievement, art, city, civilisation, 

craftspeople, culture, defence, develop, enquiry, evidence, feature, hierarchy, individual, infrastructure 

 

Subject Element – Civilisations 

Learn about changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age. 

Know and understand the history of these islands as a coherent, chronological narrative, from the earliest times to the present day: how people’s lives have 

shaped this nation and how Britain has influenced and been influenced by the wider world. 

Vocabulary 

Bronze Age, Celtic, Iron Age, Stone Age, civilisation, collapse, community, craftsmanship, develop, efficient, game, invasion, invention, language, migration, 

monument, music, peace, poetry, population, pottery, preservation of food, rebellion, religion, revolution, ritual, society, sophisticated, technology, tool, trade, 

tribe, warfare, weaving, Britannia, Christianity, Greek, Latin, Pax Romana, Roman, Romanisation, achievement, adapt, alliance, architecture, army, art, beliefs, 

calendar, citizen, city state, client kingdom, complex, conquest, construction, craftsmanship, culture, demigod, drama, expansion, fort, frontier, gladiator, growth, 

influence, ingenuity, invasion, invention, language, law, multiculturalism, music, network, peace, population, technology, theatre, town, trade, transform, urban, 

warfare, welfare system, Anglo-Saxon, Britannia, Christianity, Norman, Roman, Viking, army, art, beliefs, characteristic, complex, county, craftsmanship, crime, 

culture, custom, decline, diverse, economy, fall, invasion, inventions, language, literacy, military, money, politics, punishment, region, town, tradition, Fertile 

Crescent, Indus Valley, abandoned, advanced society, ancient Egypt, ancient Sumer, architecture, army, art, belief, calendar, characteristic, citizen, city, city state, 
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civil war, civilisation, conquer, culture, custom, decay, decline, dispersal, emperor, empire, expansion, fall, individual, infrastructure, invasion, invention, justice, 

language, leadership, monument, music, natural resource, numerical system, nutrition, order, parliament, peace, peasantry, population, power, procession, 

rebellion, replaced, rise, river, ruin, social structure, society, vital water supply, writing 

 

Subject Element – Significant Events 

Understand historical concepts such as continuity and change, cause and consequence, similarity, difference and significance, and use them to make connections, 

draw contrasts, analyse trends, frame historically valid questions and create their own structured accounts, including written narratives and analyses.   

Gain historical perspective by placing their growing knowledge into different contexts: understanding the connections between local, regional, national and 

international history; between cultural, economic, military, political, religious and social history; and between short- and long-term timescales. 

Vocabulary 

Amesbury Archer, Bell Beaker folk, Bronze Age, Roman invasion, cause, collapse, consequence, discovery, effect, factor, invention, long term, metalworking, short 

term, Significance, Pompeii, volcanic eruption, Hadrian's Wall, Jesus Christ, Roman, Romanisation, conquest, consequence, founding, invasion 
 

 

To comply with the SEND Regulations and Disability Regulations 2014 and the Equality Act 2010 please see our school 

accessibility plan and the SEND information in the policies and SEND section of this website. 
 


